The Value of a Well Designed Workspace
As an immersive experience of your brand for your staff, customers and colleagues, your
workplace has massive potential to contribute positively to the success of your business on
many fronts. From promoting a positive and healthy culture amongst staff (both current and
future) to customer alignment with your brand values, or having a sound strategic plan in place
for future growth, a well designed workplace puncxches well above its weight as an investment
in the future of your business.
You may be aware of Bennett Murada Architect’s achievements in the design and delivery of
a broad range of residential projects across Sydney, but did you know we also actively seek
collaboration with businesses who understand the potential of a well designed workplace?
Over the last five years, BMA has worked closely with businesses such as Redtruck Pty Ltd,
SITA Australia, Coates Group, Managed Growth Australia, Boombera Macadamias, Glenworth
Valley Bike Park, Storage Plus and Facebook on the design and delivery of their workspace
projects.
Following is an introduction to how BMA is able to partner with your business to help you
understand and plan for growth, and build a healthy and successful brand through the design
of your workplace.

Understanding Your Business and Your Brand
To really add value, we need to 'buy in' to your story, so initially we collaborate closely
with you and critical members of your team to understand what defines your brand, your
business operations, your property assets, and your vision for the future.
This process inevitably questions (and hopefully informs) your plans for growth and
expansion, so while it helps us to understand your needs, it often also leads owners to a
deeper understanding of their own business.
Once this detailed understanding of your business is reached, an appropriate design
language can be developed to reflect and enhance your corporate identity, and the framework
to deliver future projects in line with your vision is set
Over the last seven years, BMA have developed a strong relationship with Coates Group,
a rapidly expanding digital technology provider. Coates Group understand the importance
of attracting the right staff through a healthy and productive workspace, displaying their
digital product in an intuitive and flexible showroom environment, and planning for growth
and evolution of the business.
BMA have been an integral part of the evolution of the Coates Group identity by providing
architectural and interior design consistency across a series of ten completed workspace
projects in Australia (Sydney), USA (Chicago), Japan(Tokyo) and China(Guangzhou). The
projects range from adaptive reuse of warehouse spaces in USA and a former brewery
silo facility in China to city office fitout in Japan and a comprehensive new HQ building in
Sydney.

Development Potential and Strategic Design
When our client’s business owns a property asset, we typically start by
undertaking a review of potential development opportunities on the site.
In the case of Redtruck Pty Ltd, a Sydney based removals and 3PL company,
this process resulted in the design of a subdivision master plan for the site,
and the detailed design of a new Redtruck facility which will only occupy about
25% of the site.
This master plan design has become an integral part of the Redtruck business
growth strategy, because the sale of the new lots will fund the delivery of the
new Redtruck HQ facility in three stages as the business evolves over the
next ten years.
The Redtruck project is also a great example of how the growth and evolution
of your business premises can be accommodated in a staged master plan
design for your premises, allowing for delivery of new space in parallel with
other elements of your business plan.

Redtruck Pty Ltd Blacktown site Master Plan

Your Corporate Values Expressed Through
Architecture
Alignment of corporate values with our clients is fundamentally important
to BMA because we actively promote progressive sustainable technologies
such as engineered timber structures, the adaptive re-use of existing
buildings and sound passive design principals wherever possible. The
same principals apply from site selection, through strategic and building
design, to joinery detailing and furniture selection.
So, the brief for a great workspace project includes a client requirement
to reflect the personality and corporate values and project goals of a
progressive, responsible and positive business.
A great example is when BMA worked with SITA Australia to design a new
local Headquarters on their Chullora site. Our design promoted a pair of
slim, bar form office buildings with great solar access and sustainable
environmental management technologies. Re-use of salvaged materials
including a stockpile of hardwood timber featured in the expression of the
buildings, and the roof space of the building included outdoor breakout
space, exercise equipment, communal gardens and a café.
Not only did the design reflect SITA’s corporate identity as a world leading
sustainability focused recycling and waste management company, but also
sought to entice new and existing SITA staff to relocate to an otherwise
challenging location.

Genuine Collaboration
We are genuinely good at collaboration, not just talking about it. We
acknowledge that you are the expert in your field, whereas our expertise
lies in understanding, designing and delivering your vision. If this mutually
respectful context can evolve through our collaboration, a result beyond
expectations can always be achieved.
We are currently involved in architectural master-planning projects for a
diverse range of businesses in both urban and regional locations. These
projects include an international scale mountain bike facility, a cooperative
production, distribution and training facility for a group of functional food
producers, the built elements of a sustainable Macadamia Nut plantation
project, and a new headquarters for a steam cleaning equipment
manufacturer.

Interested?

If you think your business could benefit from a better understanding of the
value of a well designed workplace, please contact Dom below to learn
more. Bennett Murada Architects are committed to earning a role as your
trusted partner who is passionate about the future of your business; a
partner who can guide you through the design and delivery of your next
project.
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